Abstract: A number of hot topics in aviation — such as small UAS, urban air mobility, eVTOL aircraft — depend on new multirotor aircraft configurations. We know these vehicles can fly in idealized conditions, but what will it take for their use to really “take-off” in society? This presentation will start by reviewing the enablers of these new vehicles. Then, we’ll note a number of pressing issues being examined at Penn State that may limit their wide-spread use. For example, small rotors can easily accrete ice in less-than-perfect atmospheric conditions. When designed for maximum performance, they can be too noisy in urban environments, requiring trade-offs between performance and societal acceptance, and meriting careful engineering design of landing and take-off procedures. They typically depend on new methods of flight control and their business cases often assume highly automated operations allowing for reduced human staffing levels. In a broader sense, these vehicles, and their operations, are so novel compared to traditional methods for certification and operational approval that the aviation community needs to envision new bases for safety cases, including new concepts for human-autonomy teaming, requirements for adaptive, contextualized behavior, and new methods for modeling and assessing safety.
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